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North Devon’s Marine Pioneer and the
Natural Capital Approach
• North Devon’s UNESCO
Biosphere Reserve
• The 4 Pioneers and the 25YEP
• North Devon’s Marine Pioneer
• Evidence gathered so far
• Future work
Photo Rob Jutsum
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What is a Biosphere Reserve?
• Launched by UNESCO
• 669 reserves in 120 countries
In North Devon:
• First of 6 in UK

Launched in 1971, UNESCO’s Man and the Biosphere Programme (MAB) is an
Intergovernmental Scientific Programme that aims to establish a scientific basis for
the improvement of relationships between people and their environments.
Worldwide there are now 669 reserves in 120 countries
Biosphere Reserves are model regions for sustainable development and test sites for
conservation approaches where communities collaborate to live in harmony with
their environment.
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Total area 3850 km2 (including sea)
Population: C. 150,000
Area of the BR – based on the catchments draining to the N Coast of Devon.
Biosphere Reserves are comprised of three interrelated zones:
The Core Area (protected: the ‘natural’ state of the region’s ecosystems)
The Buffer Zone (conserves the core area, and can accommodate positive human
engagement, including research, education, training, tourism, extensive agriculture,
or sustainable forestry)
The Transition Area (where most of the region’s people live and work, using the
natural resources in a sustainable manner)
Our Core Area is Braunton Burrows internationally recognised as one of the finest
dune systems in the northern hemisphere, which is a sand dune system designated as
a Special Area of Conservation(SAC) and a Site of Special Scientific Interest(SSSI).

3 special qualities
Special
Landscapes and
Wildlife areas

Our Biosphere

3 core functions
Conservation and
caretaking

Communities who
care about living
sustainably

Learning and
Research

A rich cultural
heritage

Sustainable
Development

These are our 3 special qualities and the 3 core functions of the biosphere.
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25 year environment plan and
The Pioneers
“To become the first generation to leave the
environment in a better state than we found it and
pass on to the next generation a natural
environment protected and enhanced for the
future.”
“Secure clean, healthy, productive and biologically
diverse seas and oceans”

Overarching aim of the 25 year environment plan is to leave the environment in a
better condition for future generation – The Pioneers have been asked to test some
of the ideas from the 25YEP
Defra are asking us to :
Test new tools and approaches – as part of a natural capital approach
Demonstrate integrated planning and delivery to improve our environment
Investigate methods of innovative finance for this, given the reduction in public funds.
Share what we learn – what works, what doesn’t
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The 4 pioneers
• Catchment Pioneer
– Cumbria (EA)

• Urban Pioneer
– Greater Manchester (EA)
• Marine Pioneer (MMO)
– North Devon (BR)
– Suffolk (Suffolk Coasts & Heaths AONB)

• Landscape Pioneer
– North Devon (NE)

There are 4 pioneer projects nationally, with each of the four Pioneer projects having
a specific geographical remit.
The Catchment Pioneer is focusing on improving place-based decision making because of the recent floods in Cumbria there are several well established floods
initiatives which the Pioneer is working closely with and will be looking to expand on
these as well as using natural capital approach as a lens to look at wider issues in the
area, such as forestry and tourism
Urban pioneer is looking at the role of natural capital in improving the lives of people
in Manchester. The Pioneer will also focus on improving integration of natural capital
in local plans, policies and frameworks and which people are involved.
The Landscape Pioneer in North Devon is working closely with the Biosphere Reserve;
building on their existing stakeholder engagement and developing innovative
governance structures for managing the natural environment as well as linking with
the marine counterpart
The marine pioneer is being led by the MMO but delivered at a local level in North
Devon through the North Devon Biosphere and in Suffolk, through the Suffolk Coasts
& Heaths AONB
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25 year environment plan and
The Pioneers
“To become the first generation to leave the
environment in a better state than we found it and
pass on to the next generation a natural
environment protected and enhanced for the
future.”
“Secure clean, healthy, productive and biologically
diverse seas and oceans”

The Marine Pioneer will be looking at how we can help inform the 25 YEP aim to have
healthy seas.
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Why North Devon?
• Partnership working
• Good record of Stakeholder
engagement
• Clearly defined area
• Co-location with Landscape
Pioneer
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North Devon Marine Pioneer area

This is the Marine pioneer boundary which, as it stands, extends to 20 Nautical Miles
and up the Bristol Channel to meet the Special Area of Conservation boundary at
Bridgwater Bay. It also extends into Cornish waters for the purposes of data
gathering/ natural capital accounts although may revert back to Devon and Severn
IFCA waters, for any governance actions or plans.
The landward boundary is designed to match the remit of Marine Spatial Planning in
the UK which is to the Mean High Water of Spring tides, both along the coast and up
the estuaries. But natural capital accounts will extend 1 km inland to ensure both
social and economic benefits are accounted for, as far as practicable.
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Governance of the MP
National
Pioneer
Group
Biosphere Partnership
MMO
Suffolk Marine
Pioneer
Steering
Group

WWF UK SEAS

North Devon
Marine Pioneer
Steering Group

BLUE

Marine
Working Group

Landscape
Pioneer
Steering
Group

Land
based
Working
Groups

SWEEP

The BR has 7 working groups that inform the partnership – the Marine Working
Group will be used for the duration of the Pioneer to help guide the marine pioneers
activities. The steering group provide the resource for delivery of the pioneer,
projects, people and academic expertise.
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Natural Capital Committee guidance
Set the
vision
Where are
you starting
from?
Building
the
evidence
base

Weighing
up your
options
Implementation
and evaluation

Natural Capital Committee. How to do it: a natural capital workbook
https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/608852/ncc-natural-capital-workbook.pdf

The natural capital committee ‘how to’ guide sets out the 5 steps for using the
natural capital approach for decision makers. This is the framework for the pioneers .
These are not exclusive steps but are actually closely interlinked and involve revisiting
each stage as the project progresses.
Set the vision:
During this stage we will develop some aims for the marine component of the
Biosphere
Where are you starting from?:
What is the baseline for natural assets in the pioneer area - where are they and what
are they? What plans and activities are already in place and who’s doing them? What
about any other activities that could be beneficial or have an adverse affect on the
environment?
Building the evidence base:
So now we know where the natural assets are and what they are, what is the extent
of the natural capital that makes up the marine environment and in what condition is
it? What are the ecosystems services provided as well as the economic and social
benefits?
This is a considerable body of work which will result natural capital plans for the
pioneer. This evidence base will need to be made available to the partners involved to
ensure that the results can be interrogated and so the final plans are robust.
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Weighing up your options:
This is where the plan for action, intervention and investment is developed– this will
be developed from earlier work and will also focus the vision further. Who will do
what and where, how will it feed into the wider plan and how will it be funded?
Implementation and evaluation: we are not at this stage yet.
The previous step should produce a practical, implementable and prioritised action
plan that all partners have buy in for. This step should turn that plan into integrated
actions where the benefits of working together is clearly demonstrated. It is critical at
this stage that there is a clear governance structure for overseeing the
implementation phase and also a process for monitoring and evaluation. As this stage
develops, feedback from the monitoring may result in the pioneer group varying the
implementation plan and the vision.
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Set the vision

Photo: Mike Deaton
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March 2017 - Marine Working Group

The newly rejuvenated Marine Working Group was brought together to identify what
was the vision – not for the Marine Pioneer but for the marine component of the
Biosphere. Reflecting the 25 year environment plan, 9 ambitious long term goals
were identified.
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The Goals
Goal 1: Improving local fisheries management and seafood
sales
Goal 2: Robust protection of biodiversity
Goal 3: Increased local decision making
Goal 4: Define and implement a response to climate change
Goal 5: Job creation in marine industries.
Goal 6: Develop sustainable aquaculture
Goal 7: Reduce marine litter
Goal 8: Sustainable tidal stream energy
Goal 9: Sustainable coastal tourism and leisure
More information about these long term goals can be found here: https://bit.ly/2KsfSdZ

The Marine Pioneer used these Goals to focus on what demonstration projects it
would develop – to help provide the framework towards these goals. I will discuss
some (not all) of the Marine Pioneer demonstration projects today, more information
can be found on our webpage.
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Where are you starting from & building the
evidence base

Where are you starting from? At the start of the Pioneers Defra contracted a piece of
work by EFTEC to look at the natural capital assets in each Pioneer area. As this had
to be done across all 4 pioneers it had to be done at quite a low resolution and
although a good starting point it wasn’t useful enough for delivery and planning at a
local level. So this work had to be built on.
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Natural Capital

Ecosystem
services

Goods and
Benefits

Condition assessment

Valuation

Measurement of the extent (quantity,
rate) and health (quality) of the
ecological components of the
system, which is reported in a range
of biological, physical or chemical
units such as area, volume,
frequency, density.

The quantity of goods and benefits
can be determined using physical
units, but a key aim is to determine
the value of these outputs, which can
be reported in monetary terms or
using other metrics (quantified or
descriptive) that reflect relative
importance.

Tara Hooper - Plymouth Marine Laboratory

Different elements of the natural capital system are measured in different ways. The
status of natural capital assets is determined through condition assessment, and the
relative importance of goods and benefits using valuation. Both options are
applicable to ecosystem services It remains an aspiration of the natural capital
approach that value is determined in monetary terms. Using money as a universal
metric allows diverse services and benefits to be better compared with each other
and with the wider economy using mechanisms such as cost benefit analysis.
However, it is not always possible to monetise goods and services, and the natural
capital approach allows for their relative importance to be highlighted in other ways.
Condition assessment
Measurement of the extent (quantity, rate) and health (quality) of the ecological
components of the system, which is reported in a range of biological, physical or
chemical units such as area, volume, frequency, density. Valuation

The quantity of goods and benefits can be determined using physical units, but a key
aim is to determine the value of these outputs, which can be reported in monetary
terms or using other metrics (quantified or descriptive) that reflect relative
importance.
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The Natural Capital Assets of the North Devon Marine Pioneer
Siân Rees1, Matthew Ashley1, Andy Cameron1, Tara Hooper2
1University of Plymouth
2PML

Pictures by Keith Hiscock

Over the last year our partners in SWEEP have been building that evidence base,
developing the natural capital approach as part of Defra's North Devon Marine
Pioneer.
The Natural Capital Approach is the most recent reinvention of the concept that in
order to best understand how we manage the environment and to raise the profile
we must link the natural/physical environment to the flows of ecosystem services and
to human wellbeing.
There are two reasons for setting up Natural Capital accounts the 1st is to explicitly
quantify the links between the natural environment and human wellbeing the 2 nd is
to provide a ‘performance measure’ for management. We are used to this in our jobs
(performance reviews), our accountant (balance, deficit, profit). If we put effort into
managing the natural environment then we need to see some sort of output in terms
of ‘quality of the environment’, the flows of ES (abundance), a change in the benefits,
jobs, new enterprise).
Natural Capital Accounting attempting to quantify these links and to provide a
measure to understand if environmental management is effective or not. So for
example if we are protecting xx amount of reef habitat, combined with a fisheries
management measure, we would expect to see the maintenance or improvement of
the benefits linked to the human end of the system – jobs, wellbeing.
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North Devon Marine Pioneer – The assets

Our first stop on the Natural Capital journey was to stitch together the most up to
date information on the marine habitats of North Devon. This was achieved by
compiling a geodatabase drawing all the information about our natural capital into
one place.
There are two key points to note before reviewing the NDMP habitat map:
The map is based on “best available evidence” at the time of constructing this report
in 2018. It is not fixed and can be updated with knowledge and surveys are they
become available.
There is an associated confidence layer contained within the technical report which
demonstrates the uncertainties around the data presented.
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Flows of ecosystem services from habitats in North Devon Marine Pioneer

Goods / Benefits
from
Provisioning
services

from
Cultural
services

Natural Capital Asset:
Habitats in North Devon Marine Pioneer

Food

Healthy climate

Sea defence

Clean water and sediments

Tourism/nature watching

from Regulating services

Saltmarsh Saltmarsh

3

3

3

3

3

3

2

1

1

3

2

1

1

1

1

Intertidal Littoral (intertidal) rock and other hard
reef substrata
Infralittoral (shallow) rock and other hard
Subtidal substrata
reef Circalittoral (deep) rock and other hard
substrata
Intertidal Sand and muddy sand
sediments Mud
Biogenic
Intertidal biogenic reefs
reef
Coarse sediment
Subtidal Sand
sediment Mud
Mixed sediments

1

1
3

2
3

3
3

3

1
1

2

1

2

2

1

3
3
3
3

3
3
3
3

2
2
2
2

Literature review
➢ Level of provision of
each ecosystem
service from each
habitat (literature and
expert opinion)
➢ Shading (darker) is the
level of provision of the
ecosystem service.
➢ 1 = Expert opinion,
2=Grey literature, 3
Peer reviewed
literature
➢ Blank: Not assessed –
or no data available.

Our second stop was to make use of the most up to date published research
literature and expert opinion to link the contribution of each habitat to an ecosystem
service (the matrix approach).
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Food provision

The benefits were then transcribed into maps that were used as a visual way of
interpreting the benefits form our natural capital assets to test with local
stakeholders. This is an example of food provision this shows the relative provision
and importance for food provision of the habitats identified in the Geodatabase.
These benefits are considered at a both a local and national scale.
These are examples of the maps produced these maps were used to provide focus for
our marine Working Group when considering risks and thresholds.
There are a range of habitats within the North Devon biosphere reserve that support
food production that benefit food provision (fisheries) at both a local and regional
scale. This maps shows the provision of the ecosystem service of food (relative to
each other) by the marine. So the dark habitats (significant), moderate, low.
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Food provision
• All landing from the NDMP areas
estimated £3.5m (ICES rectangles)
• 2016, landings into North Devon
ports were valued at £1.5m 45
tonnes
• Skates and Rays used to be the
highest value fishery.
• Whelks are now the highest value
species landed (kg/£)

Decline (2010-2017)
• TAC in ICES 7f
• Landings (quota and non quota)
• Number of fishing vessels
• Employment (fishing and
processing an retail)

And some key points
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Recreation and tourism

Bluefin charters

Marine biodiversity provides the basis for a wide range of recreational activities
including: (sea) bird watching, rock pooling, beachcombing, sport fishing, recreational
diving, and whale watching, surfing. The provision of this service results in significant
employment opportunities
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Recreation and Tourism

• Approximately 4.3 million
overnight stays per year.
• Survey of 1193 residents 70%
take part in a water sport.
• Surfing and on-water
activities
• Annual Spend £825k on trips
and equipment.
• 85 thousand people live in the
Marine Pioneer, 1km from the
coast
• 40% £28million
• Business and community
benefits (hotels, shops)
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Management Measures

As well as identifying the habitats with condition assessment, spatial distribution,
relative and actual valuation there is also a need to identify what management
measures are in place as well as local plans and the people that are involved - this is
an important part of gathering evidence.
It is realistic to state that much of the NDMP is subject to management measures in
so far that adverse impact to habitats and species is avoided or mitigated though a
process that reviews activities in the marine environment (e.g. marine licencing.
Water quality is managed though provisions to ensure Good
Ecological/Environmental Status is achieved. This map is of current conservation
designations and the fisheries bylaws.
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Marine Governance
• Understanding of North Devon marine

governance based on results from Marine
Working Group exercise
• 143 organisations and groups involved
• 40 organisation perceived as influential
• People have input but limited influence over

resulting decisions
• 30+ initiatives over last 15 years

At an exercise at a previous Marine Working Group workshop we asked the
participants to consider governance in North Devon when thinking about Marine.
The participants identified 143 organisations and groups who they see as playing a
role in marine governance in North Devon. This diversity brings both opportunities, in
the form of lots of interested and motivated people, but also challenges for
coordination and communication.
40 organisations were perceived as being particularly powerful or influential. Again,
this is a lot of organisations thought to be involved in decision-making.
The majority of organisations perceived as powerful in North Devon were national
organisations rather than North Devon based
Surprisingly, of the 40 organisations perceived as powerful / influential, only 2, the
Marine Management Organisation and the Devon and Severn IFCA appeared on all 3
maps, indicating a striking lack of consensus / confusion about who is in charge.
Over 30 marine related initiatives involving local interest groups have happened in
North Devon over the last 15 years including: Finding Sanctuary, VALMER, shoreline
management planning, Taw Torridge Estuary plans, Atlantic Array consultation etc.
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Management effectiveness assessment
• Developed methodology
• Carried out baseline survey for

SELF-SUFFICIENT
PHASE
CREATION
PHASE

North Devon for MPAs
• Identify areas of strength and

opportunities for improvement
PIONEER
PHASE

Then how effective is the management that is in place? A survey is being undertaken
in North Devon using a technique called the compass card, which looks at qualitative
definitions of management to provide an understanding of how well, in this case,
MPAs are doing. It looks at management across three ‘phases’
Creation phase – that’s the designation process
Including things like: identifying important areas for species and habitats; and
establish environmental objectives
The Pioneer phase – when management becomes operational
Such as - Ensuring legal status, developing a management plan
Self sufficiency – where there is technical organisational and financial self sufficiency
and environmental and societal benefits are being felt
Including: Sustain and build community involvement Socio- economic benefits are
being provided.
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Weighing up your options

Photo: Mike Deaton

Weighing up your options:
This is where the plan for action, intervention and investment is developed using the
pioneer partners – this will be developed from earlier work and will also focus the
vision further. Who will do what and where, how will it feed into the wider plan and
how will it be funded?
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So what has been achieved so far? Here are a few of our outputs, so far
WWF with NE have also produced a toolkit , specifically for MPAs, on different
governance requirements – what works in different situations and factors to consider
such as spatial context, existing arrangements, complexity and type of issues and the
people involved + different techniques for facilitating stakeholders to investigate
governance structures. These have already been used by JNCC
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November 2017: Natural Capital Decision Support Tool
•

Aim: to explore options for incorporating natural capital approaches into local decision
making

•

Participants (22): North Devon Council, Torridge
District Council, Devon County Council, the Marine
Management Organisation, Natural England, the
Devon and Severn Inshore Fisheries and
Conservation Authority and the North Devon
Biosphere Reserve.

•

David Gearing [CC BY-SA 2.0, via Wikimedia Commons

Two contexts: individual developments (i.e. marine
licensing, planning consents) and strategic planning
of marine areas.

A Natural Capital Decision Support Tool workshop was held with an expert group
which included licensors and planners. They looked at two contexts.
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November 2017: Key outcomes
• North Devon and Torridge Local plan
• Use Sustainability Appraisal and
Strategic Environmental Assessment to
assess growth strategies for North Devon
• Growth: more than economic; it should
include e.g. quality of life and the wellbeing
of future generations.
• Natural Capital Character Assessments
and Risk Register: to identify thresholds,
sensitivity
• Local Marine Plan: where activities are/are
not acceptable.

This is a synopsis of the ideas from that workshop.
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Fisheries
• Developing a
‘fisher/scientist/regulator’ partnership
• Fisheries Research and Management
Plans
• Enhancing ND fisheries - conservation
& value
– Bristol Channel Herring project

What next? We aim to develop a partnership to encourage trust and develop data
sharing agreements to make research and management more integrated. Involving
the fishing industry in the research and management that affects them
Fisheries research and management Plans will complete a ‘stock take’ of all the
available science on ecology and biology for species alongside information on
fisheries and their management, followed by a gap analysis and prioritisation
exercise and clear signposting to other relevant documents; legislation, science
Pioneering because:
Can incorporate local knowledge and anecdotal information
Review other factors which may affect fish populations – aggregate dredging, water
quality, tidal power, water intake for nuclear power stations
Could include review of socio economic evidence and heritage information
The Herring project (which will start at the end of this year) has come out of
discussions with local heritage fishery and this will look at the spatial distribution of
Herring in the Bristol Channel, to understand the stock structure, for management
measures. This is a collaborative project with Blue marine foundation and Swansea
University.
• First step - gathering samples from North Devon (Clovelly, Minehead) & fisheries
further afield to determine genetic distinctness (Plymouth University/Swansea
University
• Next to gather data on spawning grounds- when? where? how big? - this winter
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• Why? Ecosystem level data collection to demonstrate the ecological and
economical importance of spawning grounds to North Devon MP
• Understand how commercial developments/activities may impact these habitats
and species in the future - assess current management/protection
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North Devon Marine Pioneer
Testing new tools and
methods as part of a
Natural Capital Approach

•

Demonstrating a joinedup, integrated approach to
planning & delivery

•
•

Pioneering and ‘scaling up’
the use of new funding
opportunities

•
•

Grow our understanding
of what works, share
lessons best practice

•
•
•

•

Natural Capital Decision Support tool
(SWEEP)
Geodatabase (UoP)

•
•

MPA governance review toolkit (WWF)
MPA management effectiveness survey
(WWF)

Herring project (Blue)
Fisheries research and management
plans (IFCA)

•

Fisheries, Scientist and Managers
Partnership (BR)
Stakeholder engagement (All)

Finance options for MPAs (WWF)
Investment options for net gain (MMO,
NE)

•
•

Linking conservation to fisheries income
and branding (Blue, BR)
Natural capital trust (BR)

Toolkits and guidance (SWEEP, WWF)
Non technical summaries (PML, BR)
Workshop reports (ALL)

•
•
•

Technical reports (SWEEP, UoP, PML)
Evaluation (Defra and BR)
Project management (All)

•

This is all the parts of the Marine Pioneer, against those original asks: the
demonstration projects, works streams and other activities and this needs to be put
into a useful package that allows that implementation phase.
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North Devon Marine Natural
Capital Plan?
•
•
•
•
•

Natural capital
Economic
Social
Options and trade offs?
Integrated decision
making
• Investment proposals

One idea we have is to bring all the parts of the MP together into a Marine Natural
Capital Plan. So what is a ‘natural capital plan?’
Natural capital plans have been identified in the 25 yep
‘The aim is for the 14 areas to work together, using a natural capital approach,
bringing in other partners to maximise the environmental benefits that can be
achieved from better coordination across individual remits’ the 14 areas are land
based and we propose to develop a natural capital plan in the marine, making sure
that we consider the land sea boundary and the terrestrial plans that will be
developed in the Landscape Pioneer.
This is a new idea, and at the moment not only do we not have resource for this yet,
we don’t really know what it will look like. We don’t have the terrestrial plans to look
at yet either. So this is new ground we are testing
The plan will bring all the parts of the pioneer – those demo projects that I’ve briefly
spoken about – into one whole, to make it more than the sum of its parts. The plan
should include (but not exclusively):
• Spatial knowledge of natural capital
• Economic knowledge of spending, investment and value from the marine
environment
• Social understanding of values, benefits and beneficiaries – bringing people to the
plan and giving them ownership
• Options and trade-offs locally – this will be the most challenging and the most
contentious – how can this be done?
• Spatial and holistic decision making – how can this be made easier – especially
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given the options and trade offs issue.
• Finally an investment plan, not only what are the priorities for investment but
where that investment might actually come from.
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Output

MP inputs

Stakeholder
engagement

Integrated decision
making

Geo-database
Natural Capital
Decision Support tool
Benefits/flows/ links
Coastal Natural Flood
Management

Marine Natural capital
investment
Coordination
Communication

Innovative finance

Engagement

Fisheries projects

Publication

Science Managers
Fisheries partnership

Outcomes

North Devon
Marine
Natural
Capital Plan

Safe blue growth
Enhance local
empowerment
Useful lessons and
knowledge exchanged

Governance
MPA guidance
Testing ideas

Sustainable
Development Goal 14

Here are the Marine Pioneer inputs not only including the demo projects but also all
the other stuff that goes on – stakeholder engagement being paramount
By bringing all the parts together inside and outside of the pioneer with additional
coordination, communication and stakeholder engagement to produce a marine
natural capital plan for North Devon that will provide a useful package of knowledge.
This will inform and engage people locally with their marine environment, help
decision makers, provide useful lessons for the 25YEP plan, and leave a legacy.
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Thank you for listening
www.northdevonbiosphere.org.uk/marinepioneer.html
chrissie.ingle@devon.gov.uk
01271 388590
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